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Axis offers you an affordable solution to protect your vehicles and keep your roads safer. Our auto-
alert systems make it easy and affordable to collect and process your vehicle traffic data. From

there, you can detect and address traffic issues and create customized alerts to respond to patterns
you deem as unsafe. Don't forget your team members - we've got you covered, too. Axis network
video cameras and systems allow you to capture and analyze incidents instantly. Axis offers the
most advanced, reliable weatherproof, and WVGA IP network video surveillance product on the

market. Our UHD 2K, four-camera network video solution will let you see anything, anywhere on your
road network. From complex road networks to small residential streets, we make the installation and
operation simple and affordable. You get high-resolution image, crystal clear video and customizable

functions that allow you to monitor and control your network. Our advanced, PCI-DSS Compliant IP
network cameras utilize the latest solid-state technology for long life, increased reliability and cost-

effectiveness. Axis network video systems and cameras are reliable, easy to install, and offer you the
peace of mind that comes with knowing your assets are secure. Our Axis UHD and standard IP video
products offer the high-resolution images, crisp video, and excellent network scalability you need in

a flexible system that won't break your budget. With an array of Axis cameras and system
components, you can monitor all kinds of road networks at a fraction of the cost of traditional

solutions. From 3G/4G cellular networks and data-over-wireless networks to RFID and GPS for asset
tracking, we have the right equipment for just about any application.
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Reduce road hazards and risks by keeping an eye open for hazardous weather, potholes, wildlife, and
flooding. Our high-quality, NEMA TS-2 compliantnetwork cameras visualize every detail of your road
network, day or night, allowing you to take immediate action. Advanced technology minimizes the
effects of sun glare, wet pavement reflection, and headlight blooming. With Axis its also easy and
economical to collect and analyze large-scale traffic and micro mobility data, without the need for

dedicated equipment. Devices on ether1 and ether2 need to send tagged packets with VLAN-ID 99 in
order to reach the host on ether3 (other packets do not get passed towards VLAN interface and further

bridged with ether3). We can see in the host table that bridge2 have learned these hosts. Packets
coming from ether3 to ether1 will be correctly sent out tagged and traffic will not be flooded in bridge1.
But since MAC learning is only possible between bridge ports and not on interfaces that are created on
top of the bridge interface, packets sent from ether2 to ether3 will be flooded in bridge1. You can also

use the network traffic rules in AWS to help protect customer networks. For instance, if one of your
customer's EC2 instances is sending large amounts of data over the Internet, you can put a network

traffic rule in front of it to prevent other customers from downloading that data. You could also put such
a rule in front of a customer's Amazon CloudFront distribution and prevent other customers from making

requests for the data stored in that distribution. 5ec8ef588b
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